InTRODuCTIOn
As the number of patients receiving antiretroviral treatment (ART) has expanded in South Africa, so too has the number experiencing first-line regimen failure. [1] [2] [3] HIV drug resistance data emerging from South Africa have generally revealed patterns similar to those seen in HIV-1 subtype B virus. [4] [5] [6] In contrast to other countries in sub-Saharan Africa, studies from South Africa have reported fewer thymidine analogue mutations (TAMs) at failure of first-line ART, likely to be related to the use of viral load (VL) monitoring in the public sector program. [5] [6] [7] A study from Malawi described complex resistance profiles in patients diagnosed with clinical and/or immunological treatment failure. 8 Similarly, a meta-analysis has also revealed a higher frequency of genotypic resistance in less frequently monitored patients in resource-limited settings. 9 Patients receiving a virologically failing regimen containing nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs) for extended periods of time are at risk of acquiring multiple TAMs, the K65R and/or Q151M mutations, which confer broad NRTI cross-resistance and may decrease the effectiveness of second-line treatment options. Limited data are available as to how fast TAMs and other NRTI mutations accumulate, especially in resourcelimited settings. The current study aimed to assess resistance patterns and the rate of accumulation of mutations among South African patients with continued virological failure on first-line ART.
MATERIAlS AnD METHODS

Patients and study design
Patients receiving ART at the Charlotte Maxeke Academic Hospital in Johannesburg who had been diagnosed with virological treatment failure and referred for genotypic HIV resistance testing were eligible for this retrospective cohort study. ART was administered according to national treatment guidelines and virological failure was defined as a VL over 5000 RNA copies/ml confirmed on two separate occasions. 10 Genotyping conducted at the clinical visit at which ART was switched to second-line, is referred to as time point 0 (T0). For each patient, additional resistance testing was conducted retrospectively whenever specimens were available; the time point of first detection of viremia is denoted T -1. Clinical outcome after switch to second-line treatment was also assessed and defined as T + 1.
Population genotype analysis
Population-based genotyping was performed using an in-house HIV drug resistance assay. 11 Briefly, viral RNA was extracted using the automated Roche MagNa Pure LC analyzer and the MagNa Pure LC Total Nucleic Acid Isolation Kit (Roche, Germany). A 1.7-kb amplicon was generated by a reverse transcriptase (RT)-initiated polymerase chain reaction encompassing the entire protease (PR) and partial RT coding regions, using primers designed from the consensus HIV- The REGA HIV-1 subtyping tool 13 was used to determine HIV-1 subtype.
Statistical data analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using Stata version 10 (StataCorp LP, TX). The difference in frequency of DRMs occurring with and without TAMs was compared using Pearson's chi-square test or Fisher's exact test for small samples. A p-value of < 0.05 was considered significant. For patients with multiple resistance tests, the rate of mutation accumulation was calculated as the number of mutations detected at T0 that had not been detected at T-1, divided by the person-months of follow-up between the tests. Separate rates were calculated for all persons at risk at T-1 and for those with ≥ 1 TAM identified at T0. All patients with a resistance test at T-1 were considered as persons at risk for DRM accumulation.
RESulTS
Patient characteristics
Between January 2006 and August 2009, 43 patients were referred for resistance testing and switched to second-line ART. The median age was 33 years old [interquartile range (IQR): 28-40.3] and 69.8% of patients were female. The median VL at time of treatment switch was 26,000 HIV RNA copies/ml (IQR: 7500-106,000) and the median CD4 count was 169 cells/ml (IQR: 77-289). The median time spent on the first-line regimen was 22 months (IQR: 13-50 months). First-line ART consisted of NNRTI-based regimens, with the majority (n = 26) of patients receiving stavudine (d4T) in combination with lamivudine (3TC) as the NRTI component. Patients who experienced toxicity to d4T were changed to zidovudine (AZT, n = 10) or tenofovir (TDF, n = 2). All patients were infected with HIV-1 subtype C. For 37 patients with prior VL tests, the median time between first detection of viremia and treatment switch was 7 months (IQR: 4-13). Table 1 shows resistance patterns at time of treatment switch (T0) for both patients with and without TAMs. In total, 38 (88.4%) patients harbored any DRM at time of failure and 34 (79.1%) had dual-class resistance. The most frequent NRTI mutation was the M184V (n = 32; 74.4%), followed by the TAMs (n = 23 with ≥ 1 TAM; 53.5%). Ten (23.3%) patients harbored ≥ 2 TAMs and the D67N TAM pathway was preferred. The frequencies of Q151M and K65R mutations were n = 1 (2.3%) and n = 3 (7.0%), respectively. The K103N (n = 21; 48.8%) and V106M (n = 12; 29.9%) were the most frequent NNRTI mutations observed. No significant difference was observed between the frequency ofM184V and K65R between the group with and without TAMs (p = 0.128 and p = 0.554, respectively). All patients were infected with HIV-1 subtype C. 
Mutational patterns at routine resistance testing (T0)
Outcome on second-line treatment
Clinical outcomes on second-line treatment were assessed after a median of 22 months (IQR: 13.5-28). Twenty-five 58.1%) patients achieved full virological suppression, of which 14 (56%) had complex DRMs that included TAMs, K65R, or Q151M at T0. Seven (16.3%) patients failed second-line ART, of whom two never suppressed following treatment switch and five experienced virological rebound. Within this group, four (57.1%) subjects had TAMs, K65R, or Q151M at T0. The proportion with complex DRMs at T0 was not significantly different for patients who achieved virological suppression versus those who failed second-line ART (p = 0.649). For the remaining 11 patients, no followup information was available.
DISCuSSIOn
This study provides important information on the accumulation of HIV drug resistance among patients with prolonged virological failure of first-line ART in South Africa. A considerable frequency of clinically significant mutations was observed, including multiple TAMs (23.3%), and K65R (7.0%) or Q151M (2.3%) mutations. TAMs accumulated at a high rate of 0.07 mutation per month of drug exposure after the first detection of viremia, resulting in one new TAM for every 14.6 months of continued drug exposure. While the South African 2010 national treatment guidelines recommend using TDF in first-line regimens, 14 the resistance data presented from failures of regimens containing d4T and AZT remain very relevant for resource-limited settings.
An unusual contribution of our study is the repeated resistance testing on patients with persistent viremia while receiving first-line ART, enabling us to assess the accumulation of mutations. This information is useful for informing clinical decisions, such as how rapidly to switch to second-line therapy after detecting viremia. A limitation of this study is the small sample size and erratic nature of sampling for resistance testing. When VL monitoring is available, deliberately leaving patients on failing regimens is no longer ethical and it is impossible to conduct prospective or randomized investigations. A second shortcoming of our study is the fact that mutations detected within the T-1 to T0 interval might reflect drug selective pressure before time point T-1. In the absence of baseline genotypic information, however, we were unable to assess the rate of mutation accumulation for the entire time of drug exposure. Nevertheless, our findings provide an estimate of mutation accumulation in patients left on failing regimens. This information is useful for clinicians and can guide them in their decision to switch regimens.
At first detection of viremia, NNRTI mutations were most commonly observed, followed by the M184V mutation. This is consistent with prior work from South Africa, which has documented first-line failure patterns with mainly NNRTI-associated mutations and multiple TAMs in only 12%. 6 Recent work using a cohort with a more stringent failure definition of 1000RNA copies/ml revealed less complex resistance profiles with a low frequency of TAMs. 15 In our study, TAMs accumulated after a longer duration of viremia.
This mirrors the situation in other African countries in which monitoring is conducted based on clinical and/or immunological grounds, resulting in a high prevalence of TAMs and complex resistance mutations at failure. 8 The most common TAM detected was the D67N, indicating that most patients had the more favorable TAM-2 pathway, as had been reported previously in South Africa. 6, 16 Although the number of patients with paired resistance tests in our study was limited, we estimated a rate of one additional TAM for every 14.6 months of drug exposure. This is considerably faster than the rate of one TAM in every 4.3 years described in a European study in which resistance testing was performed at HIV-RNA > 500 copies/ml. 17 To date, few studies in non-subtype B-infected patients in Africa have documented the rate of TAM accumulation. Prior work from South Africa reported that only 10% of patients had TAMs after 6 months of continued viremia on first-line ART. 18 The results found in our study population are therefore alarming, and imply that a prompt switch to second-line therapy is warranted after the first detection of viremia.
We separately evaluated the rate of accumulation in patients who had acquired ≥ 1 TAM at time of treatment switch (T0). These patients were found to develop 0.15 additional TAM per month, i.e., one TAM for every 6.5 months of continued drug exposure. Although evaluating a triple NRTI regimen, a study from Germany showed that TAM accumulation rates differed for patients acquiring one to three TAMs versus those acquiring four to five TAMs (0.04 and 0.23 mutation per month, respectively). 19 When we performed this analysis within our cohort, we found very similar rates of TAM accumulation (0.08 and 0.24 mutation per month, respectively), although this difference was not significant. Our sample was too small to evaluate specific risk factors for those patients with higher TAM accumulation rates. Also, in the absence of baseline genotypic information, we were unable to evaluate whether the TAM accumulation rate differed over time or over the course of the disease.
The accumulation of TAMs and complex mutations causes decreased activity of NRTIs, 20, 21 bearing consequences for the effectiveness of the currently available second-line regimens in African countries. Once cross-resistance has developed, standard second-line regimens will primarily offer the benefit of the boosted PI, with limited or no additional effect of the NRTI backbone. Patients will thus receive functional monotherapy, which lowers the barrier for selection of PI resistance. 22 A study from Malawi has shown a high rate (85%) of virological suppression on second-line ART despite extensive NRTI resistance. 23 In our study, over half of the patients, including those with complex DRMs, achieved virological suppression on second-line ART. Despite these relatively favorable on-treatment outcomes, a study of PI monotherapy after failure of an NNRTI-based regimen revealed a high incidence of low-level viremia. 24 Therefore, patients with extensive NRTI resistance at time of switch to PI-based ART should receive intensive adherence counseling and frequent virological monitoring. A high rate of attrition, likely due to poor tolerability and toxicity of second-line regimens, accounted for the low overall success rate on second-line ART in our study. Active patient tracing therefore remains of key importance after regimen switch.
In conclusion, the degree and pattern of HIV drug resistance detected after prolonged virological failure of first-line ART are likely to negatively impact future regimes containing NRTI backbones. These findings underscore the need to perform viral load testing to detect failure early and guide treatment switch. The standard of care in South Africa now includes yearly routine virological monitoring, 14 and this policy should be implemented in other African countries as well. Further research should focus on the optimal frequency of virological monitoring to reduce the risk of the accumulation of resistance mutations and protect the susceptibility to second-line and subsequent therapies.
